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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT ALICE SPRINGS

SC No. 30 of 1995
SC No. 33 of 1995
(9509848)
						BETWEEN:

						DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
							Plaintiff

						AND:

						BRUCE McCORMACK
							First Defendant

						AND:

						ERIC NOEL ERLINSON and
						ALI RAMAN SATOUR
							Second Defendants

CORAM:  THOMAS J

	REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

	(Delivered 17 April 1996)


	With the consent of counsel for each of the parties, these matters proceeded to hearing together.

	The argument in both matters relates to whether a magistrate has the power to make an order for unpaid community service work pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act without complying with the provisions of Part V of the Act which deals specifically with community services orders.

	The Director of Public Prosecutions has issued an originating motion in each matter seeking an order for certiorari pursuant to order 56 of the Supreme Court Rules.  The remedy sought by the plaintiff in respect of Eric Noel Erlinson is as follows:
	"1.	The plaintiff seeks a remedy in the nature of Certiorari pursuant to Order 56 of the Supreme Court Rules quashing the order of imprisonment imposed on the second defendant on 16 March 1995 for unlawfully enter a building with intent to commit a crime and other offences and upon the defendant being convicted and sentenced to be imprisoned for a period of 3 months such imprisonment commencing on 16 March 1995. It was further ordered that the defendant be released forthwith upon giving security be recognizance in the sum of $500 to be of good behaviour for a period of 2 years, upon condition as per:

		1.	perform 120 hours unpaid community service within 3 months.

		2.	Pay restitution of $200 to the Clerk of Courts within 3 months to be paid to proprietor of Civic Video.

			(i)	That the Certificate of Proceedings relating to or based upon the order made on 16 March 1995 by the First Defendant in relation to the Second Defendant be quashed.

		    (ii)	Further order that the matter be remitted to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction to be further dealt with according to law.

		   (iii)	Such further orders or other relief as is appropriate."


	The remedy sought by the plaintiff in respect of Ali Raman Satour is as follows:

	"1.	The plaintiff seeks a remedy in the nature of Certiorari pursuant to Order 56 of the Supreme Court Rules quashing the order of recognizance for a period of twelve (12) months imposed on the second defendant on 21 March 1995, in the Alice Springs Court of Summary Jurisdiction for Enter a dwelling with intent to commit a simple offence and other offences.  It was directed that the offender be released forthwith upon giving security by recognizance and acknowledment (sic) to owe $500 to the Territory under the following conditions:

		1.	perform 80 hours unpaid community service.

			(i)	That the Certificate of Proceedings relating to or based upon the order made on 21 March 1995 by the First Defendant in relation to the Second Defendant be quashed.

		    (ii)	Further order that the matter be remitted to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction to be further dealt with according to law.

		   (iii)	Such further orders or other relief as is appropriate."


	Before the Court counsel for the plaintiff, Mr Wakefield, submitted that the Court quash those parts of the order for recognisance made in each matter relating to “unpaid community service”.  Mr Wakefield  submitted if the matter were then remitted to the learned stipendiary magistrate it would be for the magistrate to consider if there were any other conditions of the bond he wanted to impose.

	The plaintiff relies on the affidavits of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 31 August 1995 in respect of Eric Noel Erlinson.  Following objection by counsel for the first defendant, I ruled the following paragraphs of this affidavit be omitted: paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11.  I have read this affidavit and accept the matters set out in the remaining paragraphs.

	The plaintiff relies on the affidavits of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 29 August 1995 in respect of Ali Raman Satour.  Following objection by counsel for the first defendant, I ruled the following paragraphs of this affidavit be omitted: paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11.  I have read this affidavit and accept the matters set out in the remaining paragraphs.

	A transcript of the proceedings in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction which is annexure “A” to the affidavit of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 31 August 1995, indicates the defendant, Eric Noel Erlinson, had entered a plea of guilty to charges of unlawful entry and stealing.
	It is not in dispute that in respect of the defendant Eric Noel Erlinson, the learned stipendiary magistrate imposed the following sentence on 16 March 1995 (transcript p6):

	".... convicted and sentenced to 3 months imprisonment on counts 1 and 2.  I suspend that upon your entering into a $500 own recognizance good behaviour bond for 2 years condition that you perform 120 hours unpaid community service within 3 months.  And also that you pay restitution .... $200 to the Clerk of Courts within 3 months to be paid to the proprietor of Civic Video.  Pay restitution $200 within 2 months.”

	On 16 March 1995, the defendant Eric Erlinson, entered into a recognisance in accordance with the terms specified by the learned stipendiary magistrate.  The recognisance signed by Eric Noel Erlinson is annexure “D” to the affidavit of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 31 August 1995.  The document is headed Northern Territory of Australia Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.  The learned stipendiary magistrate did not state under which section of the Act he was proceeding.  After sentencing Eric Noel Erlinson he did make this remark (transcript p7):

	".... I think strictly speaking I should have you assessed for community paid service, but this is not a CSO, it's condition of a bond so it's a little bit different."


	A transcript of proceedings before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction which is annexure “A” to the affidavit of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 29 August 1995, indicates the defendant, Ali Raman Satour, pleaded guilty to a number of dishonesty offences.

	In respect of the defendant, Ali Raman Satour, the learned stipendiary magistrate imposed the following sentence on 21 March 1995 (transcript p10):

	".... I'll convict you without proceeding to sentence you.  You're released on a $500 own recognizance good behaviour bond for twelve months with the condition that you perform 80 hours unpaid community service."


	The learned stipendiary magistrate made further orders in respect of restitution.  The defendant, Ali Raman Satour, signed a recognisance on 21 March 1995 in accordance with the order made by the learned stipendiary magistrate.  The learned stipendiary magistrate did not specify the section of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act under which he was proceeding.  The recognisance signed by Ali Raman Satour refers simply to the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.  Copy of the recognisance signed by Ali Raman Satour is annexure “D” to the affidavit of Kerry Lee Clark sworn 29 August 1995.

	It is not in dispute that in both matters the learned stipendiary magistrate when he imposed orders for unpaid community service, did not purport to act in accordance with the provisions of Part V of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.  None of the provisions of Part V of the Act were complied with.

	This application is brought pursuant to rule 56.02 Supreme Court Rules which provides:

		"(1)	A proceeding under this Order shall be commenced within 60 days after the date when grounds for the grant of the relief or remedy claimed first arose.

		(2)	Where the relief or remedy claimed is in respect of a judgment, order, conviction, determination or proceeding, the date when the grounds for the grant of the relief or remedy first arose shall be taken to be the date of the judgment, order, conviction, determination or proceeding.

		(3)	The Court shall not extend the time fixed by subrule (1) except in special circumstances."

	I do not accept the argument by Mr Stirk, counsel for the first defendant, that the plaintiff has no standing to bring these applications.  The Director of Public Prosecutions is a position created under the Director of Public Prosecutions Act. The Director’s functions, in respect of summary prosecutions, are set out in s13 of the Act.

	I apply the following two statements of principle as expressed in de Smith's Judicial Review of Administrative Action, 4th edition by J.M. Evans at p418:

	  "There are numerous dicta to the effect that a 'stranger' may be awarded certiorari.  On the other hand, there is no reason for doubting the soundness of Lord Denning's observation that the court 'would not listen, of course, to a mere busybody who was interfering in things which did not concern him'"


and at p421:


	  "In a number of old cases it was held that certiorari issued as of course when applied for by the Attorney-General on behalf of the Crown.  The rule is sometimes assumed to extend to every such application for certiorari. Such a rule would be intolerable unless confined to the almost obsolescent form of certiorari to remove a cause from an inferior court for trial in the High Court.  On an application for certiorari to quash, the Crown is probably not bound by the usual time limits, and it may be entitled to an order 'as of right' in so far as discretionary bars to relief may not extend to it, but the court is not obliged to grant the order for the asking.  The Crown has no right to be awarded prohibition as of course.  If, however, on an application made by the Crown sufficient legal grounds for the issue of the order are established to the satisfaction of the court, it has been held that the order issues as of right."


	I am satisfied the Director of Public Prosecutions is competent to bring this application.

	Counsel for the first defendant argued that the provisions of s163 and s164 of the Justices Act preclude the plaintiff from bringing an application for certiorari.  I do not agree with this submission.

	Sections 163 and 164 of the Justices Act provide as follows:

	"163.  RIGHT OF APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT

		(1)	A party to proceedings before the Court may appeal to the Supreme Court from a conviction, order, or adjudication of the Court (including a conviction of a minor indictable offence but not including an order dismissing a complaint of an offence), on a ground which involves -

		(a)	sentence; or
		(b)	an error or mistake, on the part of the Justices whose decision is appealed against, on a matter or question of fact alone, or a matter or question of law alone, or a matter or question of both fact and law,

	as hereinafter provided, in every case, unless some Special Act expressly declares that such a conviction, order, or adjudication shall be final or otherwise expressly prohibits an appeal against it.

		(2)	Any provision of any Special Act conferring a right of appeal to a Local Court against any conviction, order, or adjudication mentioned in subsection (1) shall be read as conferring a right of appeal to the Supreme Court under this Act in lieu of to a Local Court.

	164.	NO APPEAL ON REMOVAL INTO SUPREME COURT TO BE ALLOWED EXCEPT UNDER THIS ACT

		No appeal shall be allowed from any conviction, order, determination, or adjudication of the kind mentioned in section 163(1), nor shall any such conviction, order, determination, or adjudication be removed into the Supreme Court, except as provided by this Act."


	I agree with the argument by Mr Wakefield, counsel for the plaintiff, that want of jurisdiction to impose a condition as part of a sentence would not be regarded as a proper ground of appeal.  Certiorari is a discretionary remedy and may be granted even if there is a right of appeal (The Queen v Cook ex parte Twigg 147 CLR 15 Gibbs J at 29).

	Counsel for the first defendant submits that in respect of the defendant, Eric Noel Erlinson, the learned stipendiary magistrate, made the order relating to community service work pursuant to s5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act and under s5(1)(a) in respect of Mr Satour.

	Mr Stirk submits that the learned stipendiary magistrate did have the jurisdiction to make the orders he did and this issue has been dealt with in a decision of Asche CJ in Kurungaiyi v Garner 1 NTLR 34.  In the authority referred to, Asche CJ was dealing with an appeal from a decision of a learned stipendiary magistrate who convicted the defendant, sentenced him to a term of imprisonment and directed that term of imprisonment be suspended upon the defendant entering into a recognisance to be of good behaviour for 2 years.  The learned stipendiary magistrate imposed certain conditions on the recognisance including a condition that he perform "... 400 hours of unpaid community work within 12 months".  Asche CJ at p39 stated:

	  "It appears to me that in these circumstances there is in fact no conflict between an "order" under s20 of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, and a "sentence" under s5(1)(b) of the same Act.  The learned stipendiary magistrate has not acted under s20 at all."


and also on p39:


	  "If it is suggested that this is a mere device to avoid the provisions of s20 and therefore against the intendment of the section, I would not agree.  The philosophy of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act is clearly to give magistrates and judges a wide scope of powers to fit the wide individual variations of wrongdoers and enable justice to be done both to the community and to the wrongdoers.  The punishment or action to be taken can thus be tailored in the most appropriate way to deal with different individuals, bearing in mind that the circumstances may vary from a very trivial first offence by a person highly unlikely to offend ever again, to a very serious repeated offence by a person who has shown every tendency to continue in a life of crime.
	  The elasticity of the provisions of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act appears to me designed for just that imposition of the appropriate punishment in order to fit the crime and its circumstances. A community service order may certainly be imposed as an alternative to a sentence - see s20 itself - but that is no reason why community service may not also be required as part of a bond and not as an order in itself."


	The distinction between the authority of Kurungaiyi v Garner (supra) and the matter before this Court is that in the former matter the learned stipendiary magistrate had a pre-sentence report from the Department of Correctional Services.  This report indicated the defendant had been assessed as suitable for community service work, that such work was available, that the defendant understood the concept of community service work and the consequences of breaching a community service order.  The report further stated that the Department of Correctional Services would be willing to supervise the order.  When the learned stipendiary magistrate imposed community service work as a condition of a bond he ordered such work be supervised by a delegate of the Director of Correctional Services.  In respect of the matter now before this Court, the learned stipendiary magistrate had no report from the Department of Correctional Services.  Neither Eric Erlinson nor Ali Satour were assessed as to their suitability for work.  There was no indication as to whether or not work was available and no reference was made to who, if anyone, was to supervise the work or where the defendants were to go to undertake such work.  Part V of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act provides a regime for the making of community service orders which gives clear guidelines enabling the Director of Correctional Services to supervise such orders and the steps to be taken if such orders are not complied with.  Part V, together with the Regulations, provides certain responsibilities and protection for defendants and the Director of Correctional Services.

	I adopt with respect the comments of Kearney J in R v Lewfatt 3 NTLR 41 at 42:

	  "I remain troubled as to whether co-existing orders can be made under s19A of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act 1971 (NT) and s5(1)(b) of that Act in respect of a single offence.  Home detention orders and conditional releases arguably were intended to be quite separate and distinct dispositions under the Act.  Problems arise if an offender dealt with as here does an act which constitutes a breach of both dispositions, since the consequences of breach are not the same; Priestley J has discussed them at length and I need go no further.  The learned sentencing Judge was clearly aware of the potential problems, and sought to meet them by making the s19A disposition the primary sentencing disposition.
	  The question of the power to sentence in this way was not sought to be argued before this Court; it was common ground that the disposition was competent.  In the circumstances I take the matter no further than to express concern at an unsatisfactory legal position; I think it highly desirable that the Legislative Assembly examine and clarify this aspect of the Act.  Similar problems have arisen elsewhere; see, for example, the discussion of related issues in Harkness (1990) 12 Cr App R(S) 366 (CA), and the observations in Evans (1959) 43 Cr App R 66 (CCA).  See also  Kurungaiyi v Garner (1991) 76 NTR 1 at 5-9, where Asche CJ discussed a disposition involving an order under s5(1)(b) of the Act which incorporated a bond condition for carrying out certain unpaid community service work, a form of disposition which the Legislature may possibly have intended to provide for exclusively under Part V of the Act."


Reference to this issue was also made by Priestly J at p50:

	  "Without going into further detail, it seems clear that the imposition of orders simultaneously under PtsIII and IVA could bring down upon the person subject to them oppressive consequences.
	   However, these possibilities do not seem to me to go to the question of the court's power to make such orders simultaneously.  The possibilities I have mentioned may provide good reason for following a simpler course in future in order to achieve a result along the lines desired in the present case, but that is a different matter."


and at p52:


	  "....  If a similar situation should again need to be considered by a sentencing judge, it seems to me it would be advisable for careful thought to be given to the extent of such complications and potential oppressiveness before deciding to repeat the procedure, and careful consideration to the possibility that simpler methods might achieve substantially the same result.  ...."


	In the matter before this Court the learned stipendiary magistrate did not purport to proceed under Part V of the Act and the defendants are not at risk of suffering oppressive consequences because of the imposition of orders simultaneously under PtsIII and V.  The difficulty in this matter relates to the practical consequences of making a community service order a condition of a bond under Part III.  There is no regime that has been stipulated under Part III as to how and where the defendants will obtain such work and who will supervise the work to ensure the defendants carry out their responsibilities and obligations.  There are no regulations under Part III to ensure the protection, in case of injury, as exists with community service orders imposed under Part V.  In addition Part V provides specifically for the steps leading to breach action in respect of the order if the offender fails to comply with the community service order.

	Certiorari lies (a) for want of jurisdiction or excess of jurisdiction, Halsbury's Laws of England 4th ed Vol 1(1) at para 109; (b) to correct an error of law on the face of the record R v Cook; Ex Parte Twigg (1980) 147 CLR 15, R v Wright and Pope (1980) VR 41.

	It is the submission of Mr Wakefield on behalf of the plaintiff that the learned stipendiary magistrate:

	(a)	acted without jurisdiction or in excess of his jurisdiction; or

	(b)	made an error of law which is apparent on the face of the record.

	The relevant provisions of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act are s5(1)(a) and s5(1)(b):

		"(1)	Subject to this section, where a person is convicted of an offence against a law of the Territory, the court by which he is convicted may, if it thinks fit, by order -

		(a)	release the person without passing sentence upon him upon his giving security, with or without sureties, by recognizance or otherwise, to the satisfaction of the court that -

			(i)	he will be of good behaviour for such period as the court specifies in the order;

		    (ii)	he will, during the period so specified comply with such conditions (if any) as the court thinks fit and specifies in the order, which may include the conditions that the offender will during the period so specified -

				(A)	be subject to supervision by a person, for the time being, appointed in accordance with the order;

				(B)	obey all the reasonable directions of a person referred to in paragraph (ii)(A); and

				(C)	reside at the premises or place specified in the order (not being a prison); and

		   (iii)	he will pay to the Territory such penalty if any (being a penalty not exceeding the prescribed penalty) as the court specifies in the order on or before a date specified in the order or by specified instalments as provided in the order; or

		(b)	sentence the person to a term of imprisonment but direct that the person be released, upon his giving a like security to that referred to in paragraph (a), either forthwith or after he has served a specified part of the sentence imposed upon him."


These sections are within Part III of the Act.

	Ordinance Number 78 of 1978 amended the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act by introducing Part V.  It is the submission of counsel for the plaintiff that with the introduction of Part V of the Act the legislature intended to introduce a code.  The submission is Part V was specifically aimed at having offenders do unpaid community work instead of being sentenced.  Counsel for the plaintiff argues the provisions of Part V covered all aspects of the matter including obtaining the consent of the defendant to undertake the work, the ability to assess offenders if the court requested it, provisions setting out the offenders responsibilities, his protection in case of injury and the method and consequence of any subsequent breach action.  In essence, Part V provided for a very close supervision of any orders for community service work.  In the present situation where a condition of a bond is that the defendant carry out community work the regime provided under Part V is not applied.  Mr Wakefield refers to the second reading speech recorded at p767 of the record of the debate at the time of the introduction of the amendment.  In particular the following statements at p768:

	  "Essential to the success of the sentences imposed in this bill is the requirement that the court must be satisfied the orders are practical and capable of being carried out.  In this regard the person under sentence would have to consent to the arrangements."


and p769:


	  "On the other hand, the community service order must be regarded as being an alternative to imprisonment rather than a more rigorous form of probation.  Offenders who have community service orders imposed on them will be required to engage in compulsory work for the duration of the order.  For example, an offender may be required to mow the lawns, to do gardening for old age pensioners, working eight hours every weekend until he has accumulated 100 hours or approximately four months."


	Mr Wakefield relies on the authority of Salmon v Chute (1994) 94 NTR 1 in respect of his argument that it is appropriate this Court have regard to the second reading speech to search for the reasons an act was passed.  However, I am not persuaded this is a matter in which it is appropriate to have regard to the second reading speech.  There is no ambiguity in the words of s5(1)(a) and s5(1)(b).  Where there is no ambiguity in the words of the section then there is no reason to look to the second reading speech (K.P. Welding Construction Pty Ltd v Kevin Francis Herbert unreported decision, Supreme Court of the NT No. 195 of 1994, Kearney J at 42-44).  It is quite clear the learned stipendiary magistrate was not proceeding under Part V of the Act and that the only other power he had to proceed as he did was under the provision of s5(1).

	Section 5 of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act gives the Court power to impose such conditions as it thinks fit.  The power to impose conditions is not unlimited.  Conditions imposed pursuant to it must bear some relationship to the offence or to the circumstances of the offender, and may not be such as to oblige the defendant to do something which is unlawful or impossible (Isaacs v McKinnon (1949) 80 CLR 502 at 510 and R v Kerr (1973) 2 ALR 237 at 239.

	In Bantick v Blunden 36 ALR  541 at 543 Green CJ ruled that the learned stipendiary magistrate had no power to impose a work order under the Probation Of Offenders Act 1973 as a condition of s20(1) of the Crimes Act 1914 “as the imposition of the condition was in substance the imposition of a sentence and therefore the learned stipendiary magistrate’s order was not a proper exercise of the discretion conferred by s20(1).”  This authority is distinguishable because in the matter before this Court, the learned stipendiary magistrate did not purport to utilise the provisions of Part V at all, so there is no conflict in his order between the provisions of s5 in Part III and the provisions of Part V.

	Counsel for the plaintiff argues that the words in s5 in Part III, allowing for a condition of a bond to be imposed, must be read down because of the scope, purpose and objects of the Act and the inclusion of Part V which contains all the necessary legislation to ensure that if a court does select unpaid work as an alternative to sentencing, then it will be done properly.  Counsel for the plaintiff argues that notwithstanding the wide scope of the words in s5(1), the learned stipendiary magistrate was not entitled to impose a condition of unpaid work under the provisions of s5.  Whilst I have considerable sympathy for this argument because of the practical difficulties that can flow from a condition of a bond under s5 as occurred in these matters, I am not persuaded the legislature in fact has excluded the power to make orders for unpaid community service under s5(1)(a) and s5(1)(b).  The legislature may well have intended to give judges and magistrates a wide scope of powers (Kurungaiyi v Garner (supra)).

	Counsel for the plaintiff argues that in the alternative the sentence, as it is, cannot be carried out and is a nullity and that part of the sentence relating to unpaid community service should be quashed.  The learned stipendiary magistrate had no pre-sentence report, nor apparently did he have any other information to enable him to make clear directions for the carrying out of the unpaid community service, as was the situation in Kurungaiyi v Garner (supra).  Counsel for the plaintiff expressed the concern that with the existing orders the offender may be placed in the position where, through no fault of his own, he cannot carry out the work.  For example, if he is unable to find such work and there is nowhere to go for him to be supervised.  Accordingly, through no fault of his own, he risks being in breach of the bond because he is not able to carry out the work order.

	I do not accept this argument.  The provisions of s5 do not make it mandatory for these orders to be supervised.  In each instance the offender signed a recognisance with the conditions of unpaid community service stated on the recognisance.  The offenders accepted and agreed to the condition of undertaking a set number of hours of unpaid community service.

	On my reading of s5(1)(b) and s5(1)(a), the learned stipendiary magistrate did have the power to make an order for community service as a condition of a bond.  The defendant has a choice whether or not to enter into the recognisance.  Section 6 makes provision for a member of the Police Force, where he believes the defendant has failed to comply with a condition of a bond, to bring the matter back before the Court for action on the breach of bond.

	Section 7(2) enables the person who has given the recognisance to apply to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction if he is bound by his recognisance before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction for a variation of the terms of the recognisance.  Pursuant to s7(3)(b) the Court may alter the conditions of the recognisance.

	I am not persuaded that the introduction of Part V into the Act qualified the provision of Part III and, in particular, prohibits a court from imposing under s5(1) a condition that an offender perform unpaid community service.

	It is, of course, possible that the legislature intended to provide that orders for carrying out certain unpaid community service work be made exclusively under Part V of the Act (see comment of Kearney J in R v Lewfatt 3 NTLR 41 at 43).  However, in my opinion, a plain reading of the legislation does not reveal such intent.  I follow the interpretation given to the legislation as expressed by Asche CJ in Kurungaiyi v Garner (supra) 39 at 40.  A community service order, as a condition of a bond, is an option presently available under the provision of s5 and was applied by the learned stipendiary magistrate on this occasion.

	Counsel for the plaintiff made reference to the fact that in this case no particular consideration was given to the impossibility of carrying out the sentence (Bantech v Blunden (1981) 36 ALR 541 at 543; Isaac v McKennon (1949) 80 CLR 502; R v Kew (1973) 2 ALR 237 at 239).

	I do not agree the sentence was impossible to carry out.  The person signing the recognisance signed the recognisance knowing of the requirement to undertake unpaid community service.  Unpaid community service can be carried out with numerous organisations such as Red Cross, Meals on Wheels, which would not require the supervision of the Department of Correctional Services.  Organisations across a whole range of activities are continually seeking the services of volunteer workers.  Each of the second defendants could carry out volunteer work of such a nature and, if required, be able to obtain proof that such unpaid community service had been done.  If either of the defendants had difficulties in complying with the condition of the recognisance then there is power to apply to the Court for a variation under provisions of s7(2) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.

	I am satisfied there is a power under the provisions of s5(1)(a) and s5(1)(b) to make an order for unpaid community service as a condition of a recognisance.  I am sympathetic to the arguments by counsel for the plaintiff in relation to the practical difficulties that can arise when such orders for unpaid community service are made as a condition of a recognisance and not under the regime provided under Part V of the Act.  It may well be preferable to make orders for unpaid community service under the provisions of Part V of the Act, but that is a very different matter to the issue of whether or not the power exists.

	Finally, counsel for the plaintiff states the condition requiring unpaid work could not be enforced.  I agree there may be some difficulties in enforcing the order and the ability to enforce it would not be as simple as enforcement when the order is made under Part V.  However, such difficulties do not amount to impossibility of enforcement such that the orders are to a nullity and should be corrected.

	For the reasons stated the application of the plaintiff is refused.

